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Abstract
Klein et al. proposed a key exchange protocol using chaos synchronization. The ﬁrst protocol comprises two parties
with chaotic dynamics that are mutually coupled and undergo a synchronization process, at the end of which they can
use their identical dynamical state as an encryption key. From cryptographic point of view, their key exchange protocol
is a key agreement protocol. Klein et al. claimed that their key agreement can be carried out over a public channel. In
order to increase the key space and decrease the precision of the calculation, they made an extension of the system to a
network of N Lorenz equations. In this paper, we will provide a cryptanalysis of their key agreement protocol. We will
ﬁrst point out some weaknesses, and then show that their protocol is not secure against several attacks including impersonation attack.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A secure key exchange protocol can help communication parties to establish shared secret keys [1,20]. Generally
speaking, such shared secret keys are used as session keys to transfer an encryption/decryption key between the
intended parties or directly to encrypt conﬁdential information that are critical to them. Therefore, building secure
key exchange protocols over public channels is one of the primitive goals in modern cryptography and information
security [12,20]. Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange protocol is the ﬁrst protocol for generating a shared secret key [20].
New key agreement protocols which improved the original Diﬃe-Hellman protocol have been proposed [12].
However, prior to the protocol introduced in [17], most existing secure key exchange protocols are based on traditional number theory [19]. Some are based on the integer factoring problem; others are based on the discrete logarithm
problem. A general question is whether it is possible to build a secure key exchange protocol without using traditional
number theory.
Due to the development of the analog and discrete chaotic dynamical systems, they have been utilized to design
various cryptosystems as well as the analysis of some schemes security [2–11,13–19,21–24]. For the analog chaotic
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dynamical systems [15,18,22,23], the communication parties need to agree on some secret parameters in most of the
known chaotic cryptographic systems. Some parameters had to be transferred privately. After this private agreement,
the two chaotic systems synchronize by exchanging signals over a public channel. In order to use chaos synchronization
to build a secure key change protocol over a public channel without prior private agreement, Klein et al. proposed a
public channel key exchange protocol based on chaos synchronization [17].
The ﬁrst protocol comprises two parties with chaotic dynamics that are mutually coupled and undergo a synchronization process, at the end of which they can use their identical dynamical state as an encryption key. From cryptographic point of view, their key exchange protocol is a key agreement protocol. Klein et al. claimed that their key
agreement can be carried out over a public channel. In order to increase the key space and decrease the precision of
the calculation, they made an extension of the system to a network of N Lorenz equations.
Klein et al. analyzed their protocol in two diﬀerent attacks: (1) Regularly following attack (RFA), which means that
in a key agreement protocol based on chaotic systems, an RFA attacker, who knows all the details of the model and
listen to any communication between the parties A and B, can get synchronization with A and B; (2) embedded signal
attack (ESA), which means that in a key agreement protocol based on chaotic systems, an ESA attacker, who tries to
analyze the transmitted signal by embedding the signal in a space, deﬁned by signals transmitted in diﬀerent time steps,
can recover the x values of the system. From the cryptanalysis point of view, the two attacks are passive attacks, where
an adversary attempts to prevent or compromise a protocol from achieving its goals by merely observing honest entities
carrying out the protocol.
From a security point of view, it is not enough that a key exchange/agreement protocol can withstand some passive
attacks. Besides the passive attacks, a secure key agreement (exchange) protocol should also be able to withstand the
active attacks, where an adversary additionally subverts the communications by injecting, deleting, altering or replaying
messages [20]. Therefore, the Klein et al. key exchange protocol should be measured by some active attacks and the
related desirable security attributes.
In this paper, we will provide a cryptanalysis of their key agreement protocol. We will ﬁrst point out some weaknesses, and then show that their protocol is not secure against several attacks including impersonation attack. With
the presented impersonation attack on that protocol and the discussions on the security attributes, it should be useful
to the ﬁeld of chaos synchronization and its application to cryptography and information security.
2. Brief review of Klein et al.’s key exchange protocol
2.1. Review of the protocol
We adopt the similar notations in Klein et al.’s key exchange protocol (we name it as the KMKW key exchange
protocol) to give a brief review of their scheme [17]. We only review their ﬁrst key agreement protocol with two Lorenz
systems. For the second protocol, please refer to [17] for the details.
Consider two Lorenz systems, A and B, coupled by their x value,
dxA
¼ 10ðy A  xA Þ þ K½fB ðtÞ  fA ðtÞ;
dt
dxB
¼ 10ðy B  xB Þ þ K½fA ðtÞ  fB ðtÞ;
dt
dy A
dy B
¼ 28xA  y A  xA zA ;
¼ 28xB  y B  xB zB ;
dt
dt
dzA
8
dzB
8
¼ x A y A  zA ;
¼ x B y B  zB ;
3
3
dt
dt

ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
ð4Þ

where K is the coupling strength between the two systems, and f ðtÞ is a nonlinear function based on x at previous time
steps: f ðtÞ ¼ f ðxðt  s1 Þ; xðt  s2 Þ . . .Þ:
Each party initializes its variables with secret random values. Use of xðt  sÞ as the coupling signal is not secure, therefore they suggested using a nonlinear function of the variable x at previous time steps, f ðtÞ, as described above. Which
nonlinear function f should be used? On one hand, f ðtÞ should enable synchronization. On the other hand, if f ðtÞ is
linear in xðt  sÞ, it will be easy to reveal the state of the system. Therefore, the authors of [16] added a small perturbation
to the main signal, constructed from two time delayed values xðt1 Þ and xðt2 Þ [18], where t1 ¼ t  s1 and t2 ¼ t  s2 ,
f ðtÞ ¼ xðt1 Þ þ sgn½xðt1 ÞA½xðt1 Þ  xðt2 Þ2

ð5Þ

where sgn½xðt1 Þ ensures an average mean for the perturbation around xðt1 Þ.
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3. Insecurity of the KMKW key exchange protocol
In this section, we will demonstrate Klein et al.’s key exchange/agreement protocol is not as secure as they claimed
[17]. Thus, we will present several security issues in Klein et al.’s public channel key agreement protocol. These issues
are those of most concerned in the design of a public channel key exchange protocol.
3.1. Security issue 1 in the KMKW key exchange protocol
From the construction of the Klein et al. key agreement, it is known that there is no entity authentication involved in
the process of key agreement. As a result, Klein et al. key agreement protocol does not have the key-compromise impersonation resilience property [20]. This property means if a malicious entity E compromises an entity’s private key (with
regard to the key agreement in [17], it is one of the initial states), the entity E cannot masquerade as a third party to the
entity whose private key was compromised.
3.2. Security issue 2 in the KMKW key exchange protocol
Perfect forward secrecy means that a key agreement protocol can keep the secrecy of previous session keys if static
private keys are compromised. The unique secret element of each party (Alice as well as Bob)in the Klein et al.
initial
key exchange protocol is the initial state variable xinitial
Alice (as well as xBob ). On the other hand, the perfect forward
secrecy is deﬁned only with respect to static private keys (See page 496 in Ref. [20]). Therefore, the Klein et al.
key exchange protocol does not involve any static private key. As a result, their protocol does not have the perfect
forward secrecy.
3.3. Security issue 3 in the KMKW key exchange protocol
In this subsection, we will present an impersonation attack on Klein et al.’s key agreement protocol. The details are
as the following:
1. Choose random initial states
, y initial
and zinitial
.
• 1.1 Alice chooses randomly her private initial states xinitial
A
A
A
initial
initial
• 1.2 Bob chooses randomly his private initial states xB , y B
and zinitial
.
B
2. Alice runs her chaotic systems
dxA
¼ 10ðy A  xA Þ þ K½fB ðtÞ  fA ðtÞ;
dt
dy A
¼ 28xA  y A  xA zA ;
dt
dzA
8
¼ x A y A  zA
3
dt
and sends xtAi , y tAi and ztAi to Bob.
• 2.1 Before Bob receives them, Eve intercepts xtAi , y tAi and ztAi .
initial initial
initial initial initial
• 2.2 Eve chooses two pairs of diﬀerent initial states fxinitial
BE1 ; y BE1 ; zBE1 g and fxBE2 ; y BE2 ; zBE2 g. Because of
randomness of all the initial states, the following relationship holds with high (non-negligible) probability:
initial
xinitial
BEj 6¼ xB

y initial
BEj
zinitial
BEj

ð6Þ
ð7Þ
ð8Þ

the
ð9Þ

6¼

y initial
B

ð10Þ

6¼

zinitial
B

ð11Þ

where j ¼ 1; 2.
3. Eve uses the following chaotic systems
dxBE1
¼ 10ðy BE1  xBE1 Þ þ K½fA ðtÞ  fBE1 ðtÞ;
dt
dy BE1
¼ 28xBE1  y BE1  xBE1 zBE1 ;
dt
dzBE1
8
¼ xBE1 y BE1  zBE1 ;
dt
3

ð12Þ
ð13Þ
ð14Þ
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and
dxBE2
¼ 10ðy BE2  xBE2 Þ þ K 2 ½fB ðtÞ  fBE2 ðtÞ;
dt
dy BE2
¼ 28xBE2  y BE2  xBE2 zBE2 ;
dt
dzBE2
8
¼ xBE2 y BE2  zBE2 ;
3
dt

ð15Þ
ð16Þ
ð17Þ

where
• The coeﬃcients of fBE1 ðtÞ and fB ðtÞ are the same parameters but with diﬀerent initial states
initial
xinitial
BE1 6¼ xB

ð18Þ

as their input.
• K 2  K.
• The coeﬃcients of fBE2 ðtÞ and fA ðtÞ are the same parameters.
ti
ti ti
initial
initial
With her own initial states xinitial
BE1 , y BE1 and zBE1 , Eve runs the above chaotic system Eqs. (12)–(14) on fxA ; y A ; zA g
i
i
i
to get xtBE1
, y tBE1
and ztBE1
.
i
i
i
• 3.1 Eve sends xtBE1
, y tBE1
and ztBE1
to Alice.
initial
initial
• 3.2 With her own another initial states xinitial
BE2 , y BE2 and zBE2 , Eve runs
dxBE2
¼ 10ðy BE2  xBE2 Þ þ K 2 ½fB ðtÞ  fBE2 ðtÞ;
dt
dy BE2
¼ 28xBE2  y BE2  xBE2 zBE2 ;
dt
dzBE2
8
¼ xBE2 y BE2  zBE2 ;
3
dt

ð19Þ
ð20Þ
ð21Þ

i
i
i
; y tBE2
; ztBE2
g.
to get fxtBE2
i
i
i
• 3.3 Eve sends fxtBE2
; y tBE2
; ztBE2
g to Bob.
ti
ti
ti
i
i
i
, y tBE1
and ztBE1
come from Bob.
4. After receiving fxBE1 , y BE1 , zBE1 g, Alice repeats Step 2. From Alice’s point of view, xtBE1
5. Eve repeats Step 2.1, 2.2 and Step 4.
i
i
i
6. After receiving fxtBE2
; y tBE2
; ztBE2
g, Bob runs the systems

dxB
¼ 10ðy B  xB Þ þ K½fA ðtÞ  fB ðtÞ;
dt
dy B
¼ 28xB  y B  xB zB ;
dt
dzB
8
¼ x B y B  zB ;
3
dt
to
•
•
•

ð22Þ
ð23Þ
ð24Þ

get fxtBi ; y tBi ; ztBi g.
6.1 Bob sends fxtBi ; y tBi ; ztBi g to Alice.
6.2 Eve intercepts fxtBi ; y tBi ; ztBi g and does not let it arrive at Alice.
6.3 Eve runs Eqs. (19)–(21) on fxtBi ; y tBi ; ztBi g and sends the output to Bob.

By repeating (with small adaptation to) the above procedures, we can see that Eve and Alice will get synchronization
by their ﬁrst state variable. On the other hand, because of K 2  K, Bob and Eve as well as Alice will never get synchronization by their ﬁrst state variable. Therefore, Klein et al.’s original key exchange protocol has no impersonation
attack resilience.

4. Security attributes of a public channel key exchange protocol
In the research community of chaotic synchronization communications, no work has been done to give a full and
formal security analysis on key exchange (key agreement) protocols. In this paper, we will present a reasonable full list
of security attributes and measure which security attributes Klein et al.’s KMKW key agreement protocol has.
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Authentication mechanism for an key-exchange (key agreement) protocol means an key agreement protocol can
provide authentication which assures the communicated parties are the intended ones. The problem with the Klein
et al. key agreement protocol is that a party Alice may be setting up a secure session key with someone impersonating her intended party Bob. Because the private and public keys are generated on the ﬂy, there is no way to prove
Alice has a secure session with the intended party unless the key agreement protocol adds a method for user
authentication.
The Klein et al. key exchange protocol is over a public channel. This property is perfect since the communication
parties do not need to rely on a secret channel to transfer information. Also, to establish a session key over a public
channel is the fundamental task in order to use symmetric cryptographic encryption systems.
Impersonation attack resilience means that a key agreement protocol can prevent any man-in-the-middle attacker
from replacing/relaying the communication data (transferred between the two intended parties, say Alice and Bob) that
results in a session key being established between the attacker and Alice (or Bob), one of the two intended parties. The
Klein et al. key exchange protocol does not have this property. This is analyzed in Section 3 of this letter.
Guessing attack resilience means that an attacker can not guess out one of the ephemeral private keys or an
established session key with non-negligible probability. Guessing attack resistance was also discussed in [6]. From
the construction of the Klein et al. key exchange protocol, we know that their protocol has this property, sine
initial
the ephemeral private keys xinitial
(if two parties are Alice and Bob) are some random variable states
Alice and xBob
of the systems.
Theory foundation of the Klein et al. key exchange protocol is based on chaos synchronization. This is the ﬁrst key
exchange protocol over public channel which is based on chaotic synchronization instead of number theory.
Key-compromise impersonation resilience for a key agreement protocol means that if a party Alice’s (static) private
key is exposed, it does not enable an attacker to impersonate other entities to Alice. This property is not available to the
Klein et al. key exchange protocol since their protocol does not involve any static private key.
Known key security means that a key agreement protocol means that if one session key is compromised, then neither
the private keys nor session keys (both past and future) are compromised as a result. The Klein et al. key exchange
protocol has this property, since their protocol uses a nonlinear function f of the variable x at previous time steps
f ðtÞ ¼ f ðxðt  s1 Þ; xðt  s2 Þ . . .Þ.
Perfect forward secrecy means that a key agreement protocol can keep the secrecy of previous session keys if static
private keys are compromised. The Klein et al. key exchange protocol does not involve any static private key. Therefore, the perfect forward secrecy is not available to the Klein et al. key exchange protocol. In other words, perfect forward secrecy was proposed for those protocols which have both static private key and ephemeral key.
Unknown key-share resilience means that in a key agreement protocol any attacker cannot coerce honest parties
Alice and Bob into establishing a session key where at least one of Alice and Bob does not know that the secret session
key is shared with the other. For example, an adversary, say Eve, may coerce Bob into believing he shares the key with
Eve, while he actually shares the key with Alice. The’’key share’’ with Alice is thus unknown to Bob. The Klein et al.
key exchange protocol has this property. This is because that an unknown key-share attack takes place while both parties, say Alice and Bob, exchange their ephemeral (public) keys which are used to generate the shared secret key. From
the construction of the Klein et al. key exchange protocol, we know that Alice and Bob do not need exchange their
initial
ephemeral keys xinitial
Alice and xBob .
Denial-of-service attack resilience means a key agreement protocol can prevent malicious party from exhausting the
underlying server’s resources. In Klein et al.’s key exchange protocol, if the coupling strength K is outside of the range
K min < K < K max , then the chaotic synchronization can not be achieved. Therefore, the Klein et al. key exchange protocol has this property if the parameters of the chaotic systems are carefully chosen.
Static private keys are the long term private keys of a key agreement protocol which can provide service in generation of diﬀerent session keys. From the construction of the Klein et al. key exchange protocol, we know that their protocol does not use any static private key.
Ephemeral private keys are the short term private keys of a key agreement protocol, which can only help to generate
one session key. From the construction of the Klein et al. key exchange protocol, we know that the ephemeral private
keys are the random initial states xinitial
and xinitial
.
A
B
Regularly following attack (RFA) resilience means that in a key agreement protocol based on chaotic systems, an
RFA attacker, who knows all the details of the model and listen to any communication between the parties A and B,
can not get synchronization with A and B. Klein et al. proved that their protocol has the regularly following attack
resilience.
Embedded signal attack (ESA) resilience means that in a key agreement protocol based on chaotic systems, an ESA
attacker, who tries to analyze the transmitted signal by embedding the signal in a space, deﬁned by signals transmitted
in diﬀerent time steps. As Klein et al. analyzed, this attack can reduce to a brute force attack.
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Table 1
Summary of attributes that are related to the KMKW key exchange
Security attributes

KMKW key exchange

Authentication mechanism
Public channel
Pre-established secrets known to parties
Impersonation attack resilience
Theory foundation
Key-compromise imporsonation resilience
Guessing attack resilience
Perfect forward secrecy
Known key security
Unknown key-share resilience
Denial-of-service attack resilience
Static private keys
Ephemeral private keys
Regularly following attack resilience
Embedded signal attack resilience

Not available
Yes
No
Not available
Chaos synchronization
Not available
Available
Not available
Yes
Available
Available
No
Yes
Available
Available

Remark. In the above table, ‘not available’ denotes the KMKW key exchange protocol does not support
authentication mechanism, impersonation attack resilience, key-compromise impersonation resilience and perfect
forward secrecy. ‘yes’ means the KMKW key exchange protocol has the corresponding security properties or
parameters. ‘available’ denotes the KMKW key exchange protocol supports the corresponding security attributes. ‘no’
means the KMKW key exchange protocol does not have the corresponding security properties or parameters.

5. Conclusions
The idea of Klein et al.’s key exchange (key agreement) is novel. However, there are several security issues need to
address before it can be used in practice. Therefore, it is still an open problem to design a public channel key agreement
protocol using chaotic dynamics that are mutually coupled and undergo a synchronization process, which can meet the
security requirements reported in this paper.
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